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Abstract
A lateral/directional state-space model of the Raptor 50 helicopter is identified in forward flight condition.
A frequency sweep test is properly designed and executed to collect a well-suited time-history database.
The measured accelerometers are transferred from the sensor location to the gravity, then, a complete set
of non-parametric input-to-output frequency responses that fully characterizes the coupled helicopter
dynamics are extracted from the frequency sweep test data. With the help of small perturbation theory, a
linearized dynamic model for the stability and control derivative is extracted from linearization of a non-
linear mathematical model. A nonlinear search based on secant method is conducted for the linear
lateral/directional state-space model that matches the frequency-response data set. The identified model is
verified in the time domain, which indicates that the model matches the flight data well.
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Society for
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1. Introduction
There has been a significant growth in the use of UAV helicopters for a multitude of military and
civilian applications over the last few years. The main research focus is on the development of automatic
flight systems (AFCS). The AFCS design methodologies require a linear model that accurately represents
the aircraft that is to be controlled [1].
Frequency domain system identification can be used to develop state-space models directly from flight
data, and it has been proven to be highly accurate and efficient [2]. In frequency-domain system
identification, the identification of the dynamic models in forward flight is more challengeable than in
hover because it is more difficult to collect proper flight data [3]. The extraction and analysis of dynamic
models first involves generating a set of nonparametric frequency responses from a set of time history
flight data and then fitting transfer functions and higher-order state-space models to the frequency
responses. The goal of the system identification process is to achieve the best possible fit between the
flight data and a model that is consistent with the physical knowledge of the vehicle dynamics.
2. Development of the lateral/directional state-space model of helicopter in forward flight
The Newton-Euler rigid body equations of motion for a generic helicopter have the axes fixed at the
center of mass of the helicopter. With the help of small perturbation theory, a linearized lateral/directional
dynamic model for the stability and control derivative is extracted from linearization of a non-linear
mathematical model in forward flight [4].
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The state matrix A is composed of stability derivatives and the control matrix B is composed of
control derivatives. Some of these elements may be known from physical considerations, and the
unknown parameters could be gotten by the frequency identification method.
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3. Frequency sweep test for system identification
3.1. The design of the frequency sweep test
The platform we used to do research on the frequency identification is Raptor 50 helicopter with
equipments, which is shown in Fig. 1. A secure and easier way to collect flight data for the forward flight
frequency sweeps is placing the pilot on a vehicle which is driving down a runway, the pilot is flying the
helicopter parallel to and at the same forward speed as the helicopter.
Fig. 1. Instrumented helicopter used for experiment
The flight maneuver that is used for the identification of frequency responses is the frequency sweep.
The maneuver starts with a low frequency sinusoidal shaped input and increases in frequency as time
progress [5]. Fig. 2 give an example of a frequency sweep input and response. This maneuver provides
excellent spectral content for purpose of system identification.
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Fig.2 Lateral frequency sweep and roll rate response time history
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3.2. Data post processing
The DMU that houses the three accelerometers has a slight offset from the vehicle center of gravity.
Therefore, the measured accelerations have to be transferred from the sensor location to the gravity [6].
The accelerations measured are easily expressed in terms of the state and state rates with correction terms
included to account for the offsets sr  of the accelerometer package relative to the center of gravity by the
following equation:
( )cg meas s sa a r r  = + × + × × 4
The results of transferred lateral acceleration is shown in Fig. 3, where ycga is the transferred lateral
acceleration of gravity, 1ya is the part of the sr×  and 2ya is the part of the ( )sr × × .
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Fig.3 The results of transferred lateral acceleration
4. Frequency identification for helicopter
4.1. State-space model identification method
In the current frequency-response approach, stability-derivative identification is achieved directly
through iterative multi-input/multi-output matching of the identified conditioned frequency responses
with those of the following linear model:
= +
= +
x Ax Bu
y Cx Du

5
The elements of A BC D  are the unknown stability and control derivatives. Taking the
Laplace transfer of Eq. (5) results in the following transfer function [7]:
1( ) ( )s s −⎡ ⎤= − +⎣ ⎦T C I A B D 6
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The unknown state-space model parameters are determined by minimizing J , a weighted function of
the error between the identification frequency response and the model responses over a selected
frequency range:
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Where
= magnitude (dB) at each frequency  ; ∠  = phase (deg) at each frequency  ; n = number of
frequency points (typically selected 20n = ); 1 and n = starting and ending frequencies of fit;
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The frequency ranges for the identification criterion are selected individually for each input/output pair
according to their individual ranges of good coherence.
The pn  parameters to be identified in the model matrices A B are collected into an identification
vector 1 2 np  ⎡ ⎤= ⎣ ⎦Θ  . A nonlinear search method based on secant method is much better
suited for this application and is the method used in this paper [8]. The algorithm is sketched in Fig. 4.
When a secant is projected through the function evaluations 1( )F u  and 2( )F u , it estimates a better
approximation newu .
2u1u
( )2uF
( )1uF
newu
Fig.4  Sketch of secant approximation
However, the method can still fall if ( )F u  has a local minimum which is not a solution, e.g., as in Fig.
4. In this event, the iteration procedure must be restarted from a different set of initial approximations.
4.2. Result of state-space model identification
Comparisons of the identified model fit to the flight data are shown for the frequency responses in Fig.
5. These figures indicate that the model and the flight data are in good agreement.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between the frequency response computed from the flight data (solid) and the identified model (dashed)
The identification results are given as follows:
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The trim conditions in forward flight for the flight data are as follows:
0 32.2 /U ft s= , 0 4.9 /W ft s= , 0 4.48degΘ = , 0 1.52degΦ = .
5. Model verification
The identification model is verified in the time domain to ensure that it can accurately predict the
aircraft dynamic response [9]. The pilot’s inputs are used to excite the model, and the model responses
and the aircraft responses are then compared. If the responses match, then the model has good predictive
accuracy. The lateral verification results for forward flight are given in Fig. 6. As seen in the figure, the
model matches the flight data well in the time domain.
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Fig.6 Lateral verification results
6. Conclusion
A parameterized lateral/directional model of a helicopter in forward flight is developed and
successfully identified using frequency domain identification method. The key results are:
1) A frequency sweep test is properly designed and executed to collect a well-suited time-history
database in forward flight condition.
2) A complete set of non-parametric frequency responses derived from the flight data in forward
flight condition that fully characterizes the coupled coaxial helicopter dynamics is extracted.
3) A nonlinear search based on secant method for the lateral/directional linear state-space model in
forward flight that matches the frequency-response data set is conducted.
4) Time domain verification results showed that the model accurately predicts the response of the
coaxial helicopter to control input.
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